COMMENT
=======

Authors presented data from a waited prospective study, SURTIME, which evaluated the best time of cytoreductive nephrectomy (CN)and target therapy with sunitinib in two groups: CN performed before sunitinib versus Upfront CN followed by the therapy. Despite its low number of recruited patients (99) due a poor accrual (it was planned for 458 patients), authors found that the progression free survival at 28 weeks in intention to treat analysis, was similar in both groups. However, the overall survival was superior in patients on deferred surgical arm. This study was important in verify that the use of sunitinib before surgery can helps in identification of patients resistant to this drug and that probably will be not benefited with the surgery. On the other hand, a patients with satisfactory response to sunitinib can be maintained as suitable surgical candidates. Additionally, the patients on deferred CN arm received more frequently the drug in comparison the group of immediate nephrectomies. Although the results can influence our therapeutic decisions, caution in necessary: We must not to extrapolate these results for patients with no clear cell hystologies of kidney cancer, or for patients presenting with poor performance status or with central nervous system metastasis, since they were exclude from the SURTIME population. We do not know if the future, these findings will be replaced in similar way on trials that are using modern immunotherapy or using immunotherapy in combination with target therapies before or after cytoreduction. Let\'s wait for this new data.
